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PHPList is very flexible and we set it up in accordance 

with individual client’s requirements. Please check your 

details sheet as some parts of this manual may not be 

relevant to your particular installation. Please also check 

you have the latest version of this manual from the 

support section of our website 

(www.comfycomputing.com/support). 

Suggestions, comments and queries are always 

welcome. 
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Overview 
PHPlist is a one-way email announcement delivery system. It is great for newsletters, publicity lists, 

notifications, and many other uses. Essentially it’s a newsletter manager! 

• The Web Interface lets you write and send messages, and manage phpList over the internet.  

• phpList keeps sending messages from your web server, even after you shut down your 

computer.  

• 100 000 + subscribers.: phpList is designed to manage mailing lists with hundreds of 

thousands of subscribers. phpList is excellent with smaller lists too!  

• No duplicate messages. No 'forgotten' messages. phplist manages message delivery with a 

message queue, ensuring that every subscriber gets the email message, and that no 

subscribers receive two copies, even if they're subscribed to more than one list!  

• Open/View Tracking tells you how many users opened your email message. This provides a 

minimum statistic, as many email clients with privacy or security policies block images 

(gmail, thunderbird, and others).  

• Click Tracking tracks links and URLs. Statistics can be viewed by message, URL or subscriber.  

• Multiple Subscribe Pages allow you to choose many different combinations of templates, 

languages, user attributes and lists.  

• Templates are completely customizable, and make site integration a breeze.  

• Multiple Templates on different subscribe pages can integrate phplist with several different 

web sites.  

• Subscriber Attributes like 'name', 'country', and other personal information, are completely 

customizable. You can specify what information you need to get from users when they 

subscribe.  

• User Specific Content. You can use Subscriber Attributes in message content to make each 

and every email message personalized with the subscribers name, country, or any other 

attribute.  

• HTML email messages. Subscribers can be given the choice between text or html email 

messages. You decide whether subscribers can choose, what the default choice is, and what 

format a message is sent in: text only, html only, or both!  

• The HTML Editor allows you to edit html messages from phpList using FCKeditor.  

• Subscriber Preferences. Every email message contains personalized URLs for subscribers to 

update their preferences or unsubscribe. Subscribers can update their own information and 

keep your database up to date. Unlike most other mailing list managers, in phpList 

subscribers can change their email address.  

• The User Management tools are excellent to manage and maintain large databases of 

subscribers.  

• Bounce Processing keeps your database clean of unused and non-existent email addresses.  

• Advanced Bounce handling let's you teach phplist to distinguish between permanent and 

temporary message-delivery errors. You can define automated actions on receipt of bounce 

messages according to matches with your regular expressions.  

• CSV Import and Export. Use CSV and tab delimited files to import your existing list of users or 

to export the users on the phplist system for use in your in-house database. phplist's 
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database has a 'foreign key' to help keep multiple copies of databases synchronized without 

duplicating users.  

• Attachments can be uploaded and included in messages for download.  

• Send a Web page. Tell phplist the URL of a web page you want to send to your users, and 

phplist will fetch it and send it. You can even put subscriber-specific parameters in the URL.  

• RSS feeds can be automatically sent to a mailing list weekly, daily, or monthly.  

• PDF messages can be automatically created and sent as attachments to ensure that your 

message is seen the way it was designed by all your subscribers, regardless of their email 

message reader.  

• Batch Processing is useful in shared hosting environments. Set the maximum number of sent 

messages in a given time period.  

• Throttling can limit the load on your server so it doesn't overload.  

• Domain Throttling limits the number of emails to specific domains to keep on the friendly 

side of their system administrators.  

• Scheduled Sending let's you tell phplist when the message is to be sent.  

• Repetition. A message can be repeated automatically to send updated dynamic content and 

attachments.  

• Text from HTML. Text email messages are managed fluently in phplist. phplist will 

automatically create a text version of an html message. Optionally the message composer 

can create it manually. 

Logging In 

After logging in (see your details sheet) you should see the following screen: 
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This is the main page: from the top right the options are 

• Logout -Obvious 

• Main Page -Also obvious 

• Help -not very illuminating 

• About- equally boring 

• Lists –this details the lists and descriptions of the lists you “own” 

• Send a message – it gets interesting here: see a separate chapter 

• List all messages – you can check what has happened and when. 
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SENDING A MESSAGE 

This is broken down into sections. After clicking the link on the homepage you will see the 

following screen (top shown only): 

 

Replace (no subject) with a relevant heading 

In the From line type your e-mail address or your company name 

Type or paste the body of your message in the large box.  

Please Note: 

• Unless you have html enabled (see your details sheet ) most of the headings above 

the text box will have no effect. 

• Don’t cut and paste from Word. Use a text editor such as notepad instead. 

• Save regularly (we speak from bitter experience) To save messages before you send 

them just click on the save button at the bottom left of the page as shown below. If 

you leave the program, you can log in again, go to “messages” and then click on 

“drafts” and the message will be available.  
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At the bottom of the page you will find as follows: 

 

You can if you wish modify the footer although we cannot think of any reason to do so. 

Now you have composed a message, it’s vital to check it, so enter your email address in the 

Send Test Message line after you have saved the message. And check the results. You will 

get 2 messages, one text only, and one in html. You may need to tweak the message 

especially in html to make them more readable and attractive. 

 

So now you have created a message to send. And saved it!  Go to the next section of this 

screen which is 

FORMAT 

This section enables you to choose html or text format for any users who have specified 

html format. See your details sheet for possibilities. 

SCHEDULING 

You have the option in this section to set a start time. 

CRITERIA 

If your lists have attributes you can filter the recipients according to any you choose. 
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LISTS 

This very important section is where you assign the message to the list or lists. Note that 

your message will only go to active lists. 

MISC 

You can send an e-mail generated by the system to one or more addresses to confirm when 

the process of sending the messages has started and stopped. 

Summary: you now have a message ready to send to members of your list, tested to 

one or two e-mail addresses. The actual bulk processing is done by the queues section: 

which deals with queues. process the Message Queue 

Clicking on 'process queue' will send all queued messages, provided they are not under 

embargo, i.e., scheduled to be sent later on. Once you have clicked on process queue, the 

sending process cannot be cancelled. If you do not process the message queue, messages 

will remain in the queue. The idea of a queue is that you can prepare messages for sending, 

and then have them actually sent by a scheduler or cron job. 

When processing of the queue has started you should leave the browser window open till 

the result is displayed Depending on the load of messages to be processed, this can take 

from a few minutes up to an hour or more. 

Note: phpList does not send any message to people who have not confirmed their 

subscription. 

A confirmation report will be sent to the email address(es) entered on the configuration 

page for "Who gets the reports". In addition, you can also be alerted by email when the 

message sending starts and ends, by entering one or more email addresses on the "Misc" 

tab of the "Send a message" page. 

That basically completes the process. If all has gone smoothly the e-mails will be sent out, 

and the process of dealing with bounces, people subscribing, people unsubscribing etc will 

be dealt with automatically, with notifications being sent to the list owners if they specify 

this. 
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Managing Users 

Please bear in mind that there is only one list of users although there may be many lists.. 

This is an overview of how to deal with users “manually.” 

Shortcut to add just one user: Just log in as usual, then go to the website where people can 

sign up for the list. You will then get a special box shown on the website page as follows: 

 

Just fill this in. Very straightforward for one off member additions. 

This is the page of the manage users dialogue. Get there from the login (see Overview) 

 

Click on users gets you this page 
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(see below) 

 

Remember these are all the users. 

The search fields are pretty self-explanatory. The search may take some time if there are 

large numbers of members (say more than 2,000) They are sorted by e-mail address and 

double-clicking on the relevant address allows you to edit the details. 

This is what you can see: 

 

Note: Descriptions marked with * have additional remarks below. In addition you should 

check your details sheet to see, for example if any attributes are used. 

 

Attribute Data (Example) DESCRIPTION 
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ID 1 Each user is given a unique ID number by PHPlist 

Email john@web.com Only one email can be entered in this field 

Is this user 

confirmed 

(1/0) 

1 1=yes, 0=no *  

Is this user 

blacklisted 
0 1=yes, 0=no *  

Number of 

bounces on 

this user 

0 Total number of bounced messages for this user *  

Entered 2005-03-05 13:57:59 Date/time when the user first subscribed to any list 

Last Modified 20050306123000 
Date/time when the user last modified his/her 

details 

Unique ID for 

User 
41f0e3d602a3d253498... PHPlist attributes a unique ID to each user *  

Send this user 

HTML emails 
0 1=yes, 0=no 

Which page 

was used to 

subscribe 

1  Useful when there are several subscribe pages 

RSS 

Frequency 
weekly 

Several options are possible: 

(empty)/daily/weekly/monthly *  

Password 

 

The user's password (this feature must be enabled 

by the site administrator) *  

Last time 

password was 

changed  

self-explanatory 

Is this 

account 

0 *** NOT OPERATIONAL - do not use this setting*** 
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disabled? 

Additional 

data  

Not in use 

Foreign Key 

 

The Foreign Key field is meant to establish a 

relationship between the database of Phplist and 

another application's database. If you only use 

Phplist, you will not need to use it. 

Country [pulldown menu] 
One example of attribute. All the other attributes 

begin to be listed at this point. 

 

 

Is this user confirmed (1/0) 

When a user subscribes to one of your lists, a confirmation email is automatically sent to the 

email provided in the subscribe page. The user must click on the personal 

CONFIRMATIONURL contained in the email to confirm his/her subscription. Unconfirmed 

users do not receive any messages sent to lists. An admin can confirm a user manually by 

replacing 0 with 1. 

 

Is this user blacklisted 

This feature allows you to mark a user as having chosen to never receive anymore emails 

from this system. The user's email remains in the database in order to avoid 

someone/something from subscribing the user again to the system without his/her 

knowledge. 

When a user chooses to unsubscribe from your mailinglist system, the user is considered as 

blacklisted. Currently, the only way to blacklist a user is to go to the public /?p=unsubscribe 

page and follow the instructions. 

 

Number of bounces on this user 

The number of bounced messages. A bounced message is a message that did not reach the 

user for a number of possible reasons. For more, see bounced messages... 

 

Unique ID for User 

A unique string is given to each user by phplist. This string is used in personalized URLs to 

confirm one's subscription (confirmationURL), to modify one's preferences, etc. In most 
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systems, for instance, to reach the preferences pages for a given user, you paste this string 

after the following URL: ...mysite.com/lists/?p=preferences&uid= 

(...mysite.com/lists/?p=preferences&uid=41f0e3d602a3d253498... in this example). 

Updates 
This program is regularly updated by the authors and when the program is opened it generally 

checks for updates. If you receive a message that a new version is available it normally means that 

Comfy Computing Ltd will automatically upgrade the program in a few days. If you update it 

manually the automatic updater will no longer work. If the update is more than 10 days old please 

contact us for advice before attempting an upgrade.  

Backups 
Unless the PHPList program is part of a monthly website agreement, the responsibility to maintain 

backups is with you. We can do backups for you as often as you wish (Chargeable-time taken c 10-15 

mins per backup) or you can do the backup yourself. If you wish to do it yourself you will need 

control panel access (Free of charge but not fully supported. Contact Comfy Computing Limited for 

details. 
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Appendix 1. Version History 

 

v1.0 Outline of sections only 

v1.2 Sections completed with illustrations 

v1.3 Cosmetic changes 

v1.4 Overview expanded. Saving users amplified. Shortcut to creating users documented. 


